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Comparison
Shopping

Make up to four
divider pages

Life Event Planning
Sample: Profile of Event

Event: Ukulele playing on Kalapaki Beach
Date of Event: June 10-20
Description of the role of needs and wants: On my upcoming trip to Kalapaki Beach, I want to be able to spend restful
hours playing the ukulele. I want to have an instrument that is of
high enough quality to make my efforts successful. I need to
have some sort of instruction that is flexible and can work around
my work schedule, so that I don’t get too busy and give up.

Goal statement: My goal is to play the ukulele in Hawaii this
Summer.

Description of the role of values and/ or priorities: My priorities are to move quickly on this project in order to allow my
self sufficient practice time before Summer. I value the quality of
the lessons, because I don’t want to waste my time or money on
lessons that aren’t productive.

Summary of challenges:

I see my biggest challenge as finding les-

sons that will motivate me to practice a lot and not give up.

Make up to
three pages long
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Sample: Comparison Shopping
Item #1: Ukulele
Function: this is the instrument required to learn to
play
Priority: #1 priority - HIGH priority - I cannot learn to
play the ukulele if I do not have one to play.

Source

Description

price
features

Tru Joy Accoustics
Online Co.

Guitar Showcase

My Mom

Oscar Schmidt OU7T
Diamond Head DU-106 The 50 year old ukulele
Spalted Mango Long
Rainbow Soprano
at my Mom’s house. It
Neck Tenor Ukulele
Ukulele - Light Blue
isn’t very nice looking
Bundle with Gearlux
anymore and I would
Case, Austin Bazaar Inneed to buy new
structional DVD, Clipstrings for it.
On Tuner, and Polishing
Cloth
$210.00

$39

free

Highest rated on Amazon.com, 5 star rating,
comes with instruction
DVD & case

Available locally, I can
buy it today. I can try it
out and HEAR what it
sounds like. It’s pretty
and thematic

I used to play it when I
was a kid, so it has that
nostalgia thing going
for it.

item

Make up to 12 pages long
This sample shows only 1
item, you need at LEAST
5 items
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Sample: Resources Summary
My biggest resource was the Internet. I was able to do 95% of my research online. I did call a local music store and spoke to a music teacher about what lessons at their school would be like, when they are
offered and how much they would cost. I also went to my Mother’s house to look at her ukulele and
stopped by Guitar Showcase to see what the ukuleles looked like in person and more importantly what
they sound like. All other research and shopping was done online. I learned that shopping for something like a musical instrument is probably best done in person so that you can feel and hear the instrument.

Resources
1

Guitar Showcase Salesman

Opportunity to try out instruments
and speak to someone knowledgeable
about ukuleles

2

The internet

In searching, I discovered that many
online ukulele courses exist, many are
completely free

3

Sarah Duarte

The music teacher at Willow Glen
High School has played ukulele for 5
years and offered insight into whether
it was worth starting with an expensive instrument or not.

4

5

6

Make up to 2 pages long &
add at least SIX
resources, my sample only
has three

